We study the point-to-point shortest path problem in a setting where preprocessing is allowed. We improve the reach-based approach of Gutman [16] in several ways. In particular, we introduce a bidirectional version of the algorithm that uses implicit lower bounds and we add shortcut arcs which reduce vertex reaches. Our modifications greatly reduce both preprocessing and query times. The resulting algorithm is as fast as the best previous method, due to Sanders and Schultes [27] . However, our algorithm is simpler and combines in a natural way with A * search, which yields significantly better query times.
Introduction
We study the following point-to-point shortest path problem (P2P): given a directed graph G = (V, A) with nonnegative arc lengths and two vertices, the source s and the destination t, find a shortest path from s to t. We are interested in exact shortest paths. We allow preprocessing, but limit the size of the precomputed data to a (moderate) constant times the input graph size. Preprocessing time is limited by practical considerations. For example, in our motivating application, driving directions on large road networks, quadratic-time algorithms are impractical.
Finding shortest paths is a fundamental problem. The single-source problem with nonnegative arc lengths has been studied most extensively [1, 3, 4, 5, 9, 10, 11, 12, 14, 19, 24, 33, 37] . For this problem, near-optimal algorithms are known both in theory, with near-linear time bounds, and in practice, where running times are within a small constant factor of the breadth-first search time.
The P2P problem with no preprocessing has been addressed, for example, in [18, 26, 31, 38] . While no nontrivial theoretical results are known for the general P2P problem, there has been work on the special case of undirected planar graphs with slightly super-linear preprocessing space. The best bound in this context appears in [8] . Algorithms for approximate shortest paths that use preprocessing have been studied; see e.g. [2, 20, 34] . Previous work on exact algorithms with preprocessing includes those using geometric information [23, 36] , hierarchical decomposition [27, 29, 30] , the notion of reach [16] , and A * search combined with landmark distances [13, 15] .
In this paper we focus on road networks. However, our algorithms do not use any domainspecific information, such as geographical coordinates, and therefore can be applied to any network. Their efficiency, however, needs to be verified experimentally for each particular application. In addition to road networks, we briefly discuss their performance on grid graphs.
We now discuss the most relevant recent developments in preprocessing-based algorithms for road networks. Such methods have two components: a preprocessing algorithm that computes auxiliary data and a query algorithm that computes an answer for a given s-t pair.
Gutman [16] defines the notion of vertex reach. The reach of a vertex is, informally, a number that is big if the vertex is in the middle of a long shortest path and small otherwise. Gutman shows how to prune an s-t search based on (upper bounds on) vertex reaches and (lower bounds on) vertex distances from s and to t. He uses Euclidean distances for lower bounds, and observes that the idea of reach can be combined with Euclidean-based A * search to improve efficiency.
Goldberg and Harrelson [13] (see also [15] ) have shown that the performance of A * (without reaches) can be significantly improved if landmark-based lower bounds are used instead of Euclidean bounds. This leads to the alt (A * search, landmarks, and triangle inequality) algorithm for the problem. In [13] , it was noted that the alt method could be combined with reach pruning in a natural way. Not only would the improved lower bounds direct the search better, but they would also make reach pruning more effective.
Sanders and Schultes [27] (see also [29] ) introduce an interesting algorithm based on highway hierarchy; we call it the hh algorithm. They describe the algorithm for undirected graphs. They also comment at high level on how the algorithm can be extended to directed graphs, but their implementation and experimental results are for undirected graphs only. 1 We think it is likely that the directed version of hh would not lose much performance. Under this assumption, hh is the most practical of the previously published P2P algorithms for road networks. It has fast query time, relatively small memory overhead, and reasonable preprocessing complexity. The notions of reach and highway hierarchies have different motivations: The former is aimed at pruning the shortest path search, while the latter takes advantage of inherent road hierarchy to restrict the search to a smaller subgraph. However, as we shall see, the two approaches are related. Vertices pruned by reach have low reach values and as a result belong to a low level of highway hierarchy.
In this paper we study the reach method and its relationship to the hh algorithm. We develop a shortest path algorithm based on improved reach pruning that is competitive with hh. Then we combine it with alt to make queries even faster. The main contributions of our work are as follows.
We introduce several variants of the reach algorithm, including bidirectional variants that
do not need explicit lower bounds.
2. We introduce the idea of adding shortcut arcs to reduce vertex reaches. A small number (less than n, the number of vertices) of shortcuts drastically improves the performance of both preprocessing and query stages of the reach-based method.
3. The above-mentioned improvements lead to an implementation which we call re, whose performance is similar to that of hh.
4.
We suggest an interpretation of hh in terms of reach. Our interpretation explains the similarities between the preprocessing algorithms of Gutman, hh, and re.
5. We show how to combine the techniques behind re and alt to obtain a new algorithm, real. On road networks, query operation counts and running times for real are lower than those for re and hh.
6. We discuss techniques for improving space and cache efficiency of our algorithms as well as ways of further improving the running time.
Note that while re combines with alt in a natural way, the same approach does not work for hh. We discuss the hh algorithm in more detail in Section 7.2. In short, our results lead to a better understanding of several recent P2P algorithms, leading to simplification and improvement of the underlying techniques. This, in turn, leads to very practical algorithms. For the graph of North America road network (which has almost 30 million vertices), finding the fastest route between two random points takes less than four milliseconds on a workstation while scanning about fewer than 2000 of vertices on average. Local queries are even faster.
The paper is organized as follows. We give background and definitions in Section 2. Section 3 introduces the concept of reach and discusses how one can use them to speed up shortest path computations. Section 4 describes the reach-based query algorithm in more detail. The preprocessing algorithm is described in 5. In Section 6 we discuss A * search and its implementation based on landmarks, then show how it can be combined with reaches. Section 7 compares the main aspects of our algorithm with Gutman's and with hh. An experimental evaluation of our algorithm is presented in Section 8. In Section 9 we suggest further improvements that can still be made to the algorithm, and Section 10 contains concluding remarks.
Preliminaries
The input to the preprocessing stage of the P2P algorithm is a directed graph G = (V, A) with n vertices and m arcs, and nonnegative lengths ℓ(a) for every arc a. The query stage also has as inputs a source s and a sink t. The goal is to find a shortest path from s to t.
Let dist(v, w) denote the shortest-path distance from vertex v to vertex w with respect to ℓ. In general, dist(v, w) = dist(w, v).
The labeling method for the shortest path problem [21, 22] finds shortest paths from the source to all vertices in the graph. The method works as follows (see e.g. [32] ). It maintains for every vertex v its distance label d(v), parent p(v), and status S(v) ∈ {unreached, labeled, scanned}. If the length function is nonnegative, the labeling method terminates with correct shortest path distances and a shortest path tree. Its efficiency depends on the rule to choose a vertex to scan next. We say that d(v) is exact if it is equal to the distance from s to v. It is easy to see that if one always selects a vertex v such that, at the selection time, d(v) is exact, then each vertex is scanned at most once. Dijkstra [5] (and independently Dantzig [3] ) observed that if ℓ is nonnegative and v is a labeled vertex with the smallest distance label, then d(v) is exact. We refer to the labeling method with the minimum label selection rule as Dijkstra's algorithm. If ℓ is nonnegative then Dijkstra's algorithm scans vertices in nondecreasing order of distance from s and scans each vertex at most once.
For the P2P case, note that when the algorithm is about to scan the sink t, we know that d(t) is exact and the s-t path defined by the parent pointers is a shortest path. We can terminate the algorithm at this point. Intuitively, Dijkstra's algorithm searches a ball with s in the center and t on the boundary.
One can also run Dijkstra's algorithm on the reverse graph (the graph with every arc reversed) from the sink. The reverse of the t-s path found is a shortest s-t path in the original graph.
The bidirectional algorithm [3, 7, 25] alternates between running the forward and reverse versions of Dijkstra's algorithm, each maintaining its own set of distance labels. We denote by d f (v) the distance label of a vertex v maintained by the forward version of Dijkstra's algorithm, and by d r (v), the distance label of a vertex v maintained by the reverse version. (We will still use d(v) when the direction would not matter or is clear from the context.) During initialization, the forward search scans s and the reverse search scans t. The algorithm also maintains the length of the shortest path seen so far, µ, and the corresponding path. Initially, µ = ∞. When an arc (v, w) is relaxed by the forward search and w has already been scanned by the reverse search, we know the shortest s-v and w-t paths have lengths d f (v) and d r (w), respectively. If µ > d f (v)+ℓ(v, w)+d r (w), we have found a path shorter than those seen before, so we update µ and its path accordingly. We perform similar updates during the reverse search. The algorithm terminates when the search in one direction selects a vertex already scanned in the other. Intuitively, the bidirectional algorithm searches two touching balls centered at s and t.
A better stopping criterion (see [15] ) is as follows:
Stop the algorithm when the sum of the minimum labels of labeled vertices for the forward and reverse searches is at least µ, the length of the shortest path seen so far.
Note that any alternation strategy works correctly. Balancing the work of the forward and reverse searches is a strategy guaranteed to be within factor of two of the optimal off-line strategy. Also note that remembering µ is necessary, since there is no guarantee that the shortest path will go through the vertex at which the algorithm stops.
Reach-Based Pruning
Given a path P from s to t and a vertex v on P , the reach of v with respect to P is the minimum of the length of the prefix of P (the subpath from s to v) and the length of the suffix of P (the subpath from v to t). (For now, assume that the shortest path between any two vertices is unique; Section 5.1 discusses this issue in more detail.) The reach of v, r(v), is the maximum, over all shortest paths P through v, of the reach of v with respect to P .
A straightforward way to compute the reaches of all vertices is to compute all shortest paths and apply the definition. Although polynomial, this is impractical for large graphs. More efficient heuristics compute an upper bound on the reach of every vertex. We denote an upper bound on r(v) by r(v). Let dist(v, w) denote a lower bound on the distance from v to w.
The following fact allows using reaches for pruning Dijkstra's search:
The reach of v with respect to the shortest path P between s and t is the minimum between the lengths of its prefix and its suffix (with respect to v).
Suppose r(v) < dist(s, v) and r(v) < dist(v, t). Then v is not on a shortest path from s to t, and therefore Dijkstra's algorithm does not need to label or scan v.
Note that this also holds for the bidirectional algorithm.
Exact Reaches. As already mentioned, to compute exact reaches it suffices to look at all shortest paths in the graph and apply the definition of reach to each vertex in each path. A more efficient algorithm is as follows. Initialize r(v) = 0 for all vertices v. For each vertex x, grow a complete shortest path tree T x rooted at x. For every vertex v, determine its reach r x (v) within the tree, given by the minimum between its depth (the distance from the root) and its height (the distance to its farthest descendant). If r x (v) > r(v), update r(v). This algorithm runs inÕ(nm) time, which is still impractical for large graphs.
On the largest graph we tested, which has around 30 million vertices, this computation would take years on existing workstations. Implicit in this algorithm is an efficiently verifiable "certificate" that proves a lower bound on reach, i.e., proves that r(v) > L. The certificate is a shortest path tree such that with respect to this tree r(v) > L. If L is in fact a lower bound on r(v), such a certificate always exists, and we can verify the validity of a certificate in linear time (check if the tree is a shortest path tree, then compute v's depth and height in the tree). Unfortunately, there does not seem to be a similar certificate for upper bounds on reaches.
In contrast, we found that the following approach produces good reach lower bounds, at least for vertices of high reach. Choose a moderate number of random vertices; for each chosen vertex, compute a shortest path tree rooted at it and vertex reaches with respect to this tree; take the maximum reach over all trees for each vertex.
Unfortunately, the query algorithm needs good upper bounds to work correctly, not lower bounds. Upper bound algorithms are considerably more complex, as Section 5 will show.
Queries Using Upper Bounds on Reaches
In this section, we describe how to make the bidirectional Dijkstra's algorithm more efficient assuming we have upper bounds on the reach of every vertex. As described in Section 3, to prune the search based on the reach of some vertex v, we need a lower bound on the distance of v to the source and a lower bound on the distance of v to the sink. We show how we can use lower bounds implicit in the search itself to do the pruning, thus obtaining a new algorithm.
Implicit Bounds on Distances
During the bidirectional Dijkstra's algorithm, consider the search in the forward direction, and let γ be the smallest distance label of a labeled vertex in the reverse direction (i.e., the topmost label in the reverse heap). If a vertex v has not been scanned in the reverse direction, then γ is a lower bound on the distance from v to the destination t. (The same idea applies to the reverse search: we use the topmost label in the forward heap as a lower bound for unscanned vertices in the reverse direction.) When we are about to scan v we know that d f (v) is the distance from the source to v. So we can prune the search at v if v has not been scanned in the reverse direction, r(v) < d f (v), andr(v) < γ. When using these bounds, the stopping condition is the same as for the standard bidirectional algorithm (without pruning). We call the resulting procedure the bidirectional bound algorithm. See Figure 2 . has not yet been scanned in the reverse direction, and that the smallest distance label of a vertex not yet scanned in the reverse direction is γ. Then v can be pruned ifr
An alternative is to use the distance label itself for pruning. Assume we are about to scan a vertex v in the forward direction (the procedure in the reverse direction is similar). If r(v) < d f (v), we prune the vertex. Note that if the distance from v to t is at most r(v), the vertex will still be scanned in the reverse direction, given the appropriate stopping condition. It is easy to see that the following condition works.
Stop the search in a given direction when either there are no labeled vertices or the minimum distance label of labeled vertices for the corresponding search is at least half the length of the shortest path seen so far.
We call this the self-bounding algorithm. The reason why this algorithm can safely ignore the lower bound to the destination is that it leaves to the other search to visit vertices that are closer to it. Note, however, that when scanning an arc (v, w), even if we end up pruning w, we must check if w had been scanned in the opposite direction and, if so, check if the candidate path using (v, w) is the shortest path seen so far.
Remark. The self-bounding method has the following property. If a search in a certain direction prunes a vertex v, all vertices scanned by the search afterwards have reaches greater than v. This defines a "continuous hierarchy" of reaches: Once the search leaves a reach level, it never comes back to it.
The following natural algorithm falls into both of the above categories. It balances the radius of the forward and reverse search regions by picking the labeled vertex with minimum distance label, considering both directions. Note that the distance label of this vertex is also a lower bound on the distance to the target, as the search in the opposite direction has not selected the vertex yet. The algorithm can be implemented with only one priority queue. We refer to this algorithm as distance-balanced. Note that one could also use explicit lower bounds in combination with the implicit bounds.
Further Optimizations
As described earlier, reach-based pruning applies the reach test to a labeled vertex about to be scanned. In addition, we apply the test to an unreached vertex that is about to be labeled (and added to the search queue). If both d(v) and the lower bound on v's distance to the target are greater thanr(v), we do not add v to the queue. We call this optimization early pruning. If at a later stage d(v) decreases to a value belowr(v), then we will place v on the queue at that stage, maintaining correctness of the algorithm. Note that it is still useful to test the pruning condition before the vertex is scanned, because the lower bound on its distance to the target may have increased (because γ increased), allowing us to prune the vertex.
Another optimization, arc sorting, aims at early-pruning vertices without explicitly looking at them. We sort the arcs that leave a vertex by the reach bound of the head (in non-increasing order). Suppose we have just scanned an arc (v, w) and looked up r(w). Then r(w) is an upper bound on the reaches of the neighbors of v that follow w.
Arc sorting allows us to eliminate some outgoing arcs without even looking at them. If r(w) < d(v) and r(w) < γ (where γ is the radius of the ball searched in the opposite direction), we do not need to look at any more neighbors of v explicitly: we know they will all be pruned. Even if only the second condition holds (r(w) < γ), we might still be able to early-prune w if r(w) < d(v) + ℓ(v, w), but we must still look at the remaining neighbors of v.
We call our implementation of the bidirectional Dijkstra's algorithm with reach-based pruning re. The query is distance-balanced and uses early pruning and arc sorting. Note that its code is very simple, with just a few tests added to the implementation of the bidirectional Dijkstra's algorithm.
Preprocessing
In this section we present an algorithm for efficiently computing upper bounds on vertex reaches. Our algorithm combines three main ideas, two introduced in [16] , and the third implicit in [27] .
The first idea is the use of partial trees. Instead of running a full shortest path computation from each vertex, which is expensive, we stop these computations early and use the resulting partial shortest path trees, which contain all shortest paths with length lower than a certain threshold. These trees allow us to divide vertices into two sets, those with small reaches and those with large reaches. We obtain upper bounds on the reaches of the former vertices. The second idea is to delete these low-reach vertices from the graph, replacing them by penalties used in the rest of the computation. Then we recursively bound reaches of the remaining vertices. The third idea is to introduce shortcut arcs to reduce the reach of some vertices. This speeds up both the preprocessing (since the graph will shrink faster) and the queries (since more vertices will be pruned).
The preprocessing algorithm works in two phases: during the main phase, partial trees are grown and shortcuts are added; this is followed by the refinement phase, when high-reach vertices are re-evaluated in order to improve their reach bounds.
The main phase uses two subroutines: one adds shortcuts to the graph (shortcut step), and the other runs the partial-trees algorithm and eliminates low-reach vertices (partial-trees step). The main phase starts by applying the shortcut step. Then it proceeds in iterations, each associated with a threshold ǫ i (an increasing function of i, the iteration number). By the end of the i-th iteration, the algorithm will have eliminated every vertex whose reach it can prove is less than ǫ i . Each iteration applies a partial-trees step followed by a shortcut step. If there are still vertices left in the graph after iteration i, we set ǫ i+1 = α ǫ i (for some α > 1) and proceed to the next iteration.
The remainder of this section describes in detail each of the main components of the algorithm: growing partial trees (Section 5.2), adding shortcuts (Section 5.3), and the refinement phase (Section 5.4). Before that, we introduce the concept of canonical paths, which are essential to our preprocessing algorithm. However, if we break the tie by making the path using the new arc preferable (i.e., implicitly shorter than the original path), the reaches of b and c decrease from 100 to 1. Thus, introducing "preferred" shortcuts can drastically reduce vertex reaches. See Figure 3 .
Canonical Paths and Shortcuts
Given a path P from v to w, we say that an arc (v, w) is a shortcut arc for P if the length of the arc is equal to the length of the path. Approximate reach algorithms, including ours, need the notion of canonical path, which is a shortest path with additional properties. We require the following properties, which are sufficient and easy to work with, but may not be necessary.
1.
A canonical path is a simple shortest path. 2 2. For every pair s, t, there is a unique canonical path between s and t.
3. A subpath of a canonical path is a canonical path.
4. There is an implementation of Dijkstra's algorithm that always finds canonical paths.
5. (Non-shortcut property.) A path Q is not a canonical path if Q contains a subpath P with more than one arc such that the graph contains a shortcut arc for P .
6. (Nesting property.) Original graph paths corresponding to shortcuts are nested: for any pair of such paths, either they do not intersect, or one is contained in the other.
We need Property 5 of canonical paths to ensure that adding shortcut arcs decreases vertex reaches. Property 6 simplifies the correctness proof and, if no parallel shortcut arcs are introduced, bounds the number of shortcut arcs by 2n.
We implement canonical paths as follows. For each arc a, we generate a length perturbation ℓ ′ (a). When computing the length of a path, we separately sum lengths and perturbations along the path, and use the perturbation to break ties in path lengths.
First suppose there are no shortcut arcs. If the perturbations are chosen uniformly at random from a big enough range of integers, with high probability all shortest paths (with respect to length and perturbations) are canonical paths. 3 Shortcut arcs are added after the perturbations are introduced. The length and the perturbation of a shortcut arc are equal to the sum of the corresponding values for the arcs on the path that we shortcut. To break ties in a graph with shortcuts, we use the number of hops on the paths (fewer hops are better) in addition to perturbations. Note that Dijkstra's algorithm can maintain the number of hops of candidate paths. Because of the nesting property of shortcut paths one can see that there are no ties remaining after breaking ties by perturbations and hops even in the presence of shortcuts. Furthermore, it is not hard to see that the shortest paths that win the tie breaking are canonical.
Our way of dealing with canonical paths is conceptually simple but has two disadvantages: a small probability of failure due to ties in sums of perturbations and memory overhead for storing perturbations. Regarding the issue former, the algorithm worked correctly for every one of the tens of thousands instances used in our experiments. As for the latter, it is an issue in the preprocessing phase only, however. During the query phase, where memory efficiency is most important, we can completely ignore the tie-breaking rules; in fact, we do not need perturbations at all to ensure correctness.
Our preprocessing algorithm computes upper bounds on reaches with respect to the set of canonical paths as defined above using tie breaking by perturbations and hops. The following fact justifies pruning vertices based on these reaches.
Suppose r is a reach function with respect to some choice of canonical paths. Consider an implementation of Dijkstra's algorithm (unidirectional or bidirectional) that prunes vertices v such that r(v) < dist(s, v) and r(v) < dist(v, t). Then this implementation of Dijkstra's algorithm is correct.
This observation follows from the fact that vertices on the canonical path from s to t are not pruned, and therefore the algorithm will find some shortest path.
Growing Partial Trees
To gain intuition on the construction and use of partial trees, we consider a graph such that all shortest paths are unique (and therefore canonical) and a parameter ǫ. We outline an algorithm that partitions vertices into two groups, those with high reach (ǫ or more) and those with low reach (less than ǫ). For each vertex x in the graph, the algorithm runs Dijkstra's shortest path algorithm from x with an early termination condition. Let T be the current tentative shortest path tree maintained by the algorithm, and let T ′ be the subtree of T induced by the scanned vertices. Note that any path in T ′ is a shortest path in the graph. The tree construction stops when for every leaf y of T ′ , one of the following two conditions holds:
1. y is a leaf of T .
2. if x ′ is the vertex adjacent to x on the x-y path in T ′ , then the length of the x ′ -y path in T ′ is at least 2ǫ.
Let T x , the partial tree of x, denote T ′ at the time the tree construction stops. The algorithm marks all vertices that have reach at least ǫ with respect to a path in T x as high-reach vertices. It is clear that the algorithm will never mark a vertex whose reach is less than ǫ, since its reach restricted to the partial trees cannot be greater than its actual reach. Therefore, to prove the correctness of the algorithm, it is enough to show that every vertex v with high reach is marked at the end. Consider a minimal canonical path P such that the reach of v with respect to P is high. Let x and y be the first and the last vertices of P , respectively. Consider T x . By uniqueness of shortest paths, either P is a path in T x , or P contains a subpath of T x that starts at x and ends at a leaf, z, of T x . In the former case, v is marked. For the latter case, note that z cannot be a leaf of T as z has been scanned and the shortest path P continues past z. The distance from x to v is at least ǫ and the distance from x ′ , the successor of x on P , to v is less than ǫ (otherwise P would not be minimal). By the algorithm, the distance from x ′ to z is at least 2ǫ and therefore the distance from v to z is at least ǫ. Thus in this case v is also marked.
Note that long arcs pose an efficiency problem for this approach. For example, if x has an arc with length 100ǫ adjacent to it, the depth of T x is at least 102ǫ. Building T x will be expensive. All partial-tree-based preprocessing algorithms, including ours, deal with this problem by building smaller trees in such cases and potentially classifying some low-reach vertices as having high reach. This results in weaker upper bounds on reaches and potentially slower query times, but correctness is preserved.
Our preprocessing routine runs the partial-trees algorithm in iterations, multiplying the value of ǫ by a constant α each time it starts a new iteration. In each subsequent iteration the algorithm runs the partial-trees algorithm only on the subgraph consisting of arcs whose reach bound is larger than ǫ, incorporating penalties inherited from arcs deleted in previous iterations. Note that, to facilitate the addition of shortcuts, we use arc reaches, which are closely related to vertex reaches. After all iterations are finished, we convert these arc reaches to vertex reaches. Section 5.2.2 will describe the algorithm in more detail. Before we start, however, we need the definition of arc reach.
Arc Reach
The notion of arc reach (implicit in [27] ) is similar to that of vertex reaches. (We shall refer to our original definition as vertex reach whenever there is ambiguity.) Given a path P from s to t and an arc (v, w) on P , we define the reach of (v, w) with respect to P to be the minimum of the length of the prefix of P from s to w and the length of the suffix of P from v to t. 4 The reach of (v, w), denoted by r(v, w), is the maximum, over all shortest paths P containing (v, w), of the reach of (v, w) with respect to P . We denote an upper bound on r(v, w) by r(v, w). Pruning based on arc reaches is similar to pruning based on vertex reaches. The following fact allows using arc reaches for pruning:
is not on a shortest path from s to t, and therefore Dijkstra's algorithm does not need to scan (v, w).
Arc reaches are more powerful than vertex reaches. If r(v, w) = R, then r(w) ≥ R − ℓ(v, w). This implies that, if one of the reach pruning conditions fails, then the corresponding arc-reach pruning condition also fails. Thus if a search that uses arc reaches scans (v, w), the search that uses vertex reaches will not early-prune w from v. However, one can construct a graph where r(v, w) is much smaller than r(v) and r(w), so the search based on arc reaches will prune an arc (v, w) but the search based on vertex reaches will prune neither v nor w.
Although arc reaches are more effective, they are more expensive to store, for two reasons. First, the number of arcs is bigger than the number of vertices. Second, since each arc appears twice (in the forward graph and in the reverse graph), we must either replicate the reach value in two locations or assign identifiers to the arcs (and store them somewhere). We use arc reaches in preprocessing, where memory is less of an issue and the performance improvement is more significant. For queries, we use vertex reaches.
To do that, we must convert the upper bounds we obtain on arc reaches into upper bounds on vertex reaches. Consider a vertex v, an arc (v, w), and a path P that determines r(v). Assume that r(v) > 0 and therefore that v is not an endpoint of P . Let (u, v) and (v, w) be the arcs of P entering and leaving v. Clearly, the reach of these arcs with respect to P is at least r(v); conversely, r(v) ≤ min{r(u, v), r(v, w)}. Unfortunately, we do not know which neighbors of v are the ones that determine the reach (i.e., which ones are u and w). But a straightforward bound on r(u, v) and r(v, w) yields r(v) ≤ min{max x {r(x, v)}, max y {r(v, y)}}. In other words, a valid bound for r(v) is the minimum over the highest incoming arc reach and the highest outgoing arc reach.
Often, however, the two maximums are achieved for x = y. Although the upper bound in this case is still valid, it may be much higher than necessary. Since we know that u = w, we can exclude this case as follows. First, we find the maximum of r(x, v) over all x. Let x ′ be the neighbor of v such that this maximum is r(x ′ , v). Then we find the maximum of r(v, y) over all y = x ′ . Let y ′ be the outgoing neighbor of v such that r(v, y ′ ) is this maximum. Let δ 1 be the minimum of r(x ′ , v) and r(v, y ′ ). Second, we find the maximum of r(v, y) over all y, and the vertex y ′ such that r(v, y ′ ) is this maximum. Then we find the maximum of r(x, v) over all x = y ′ , and the vertex x ′ such that r(x ′ , v) is this maximum. Let δ 2 be the minimum of r(x ′ , v) and r(v, y ′ ). Note that δ 1 and δ 2 may be different from each other in a directed graph. It is not hard to see that a valid upper bound on r(v) is the maximum of δ 1 and δ 2 .
Partial Trees for Arc Reaches
We now describe how one can use partial trees to find arcs whose reaches are smaller than a threshold ǫ. Let G ′ = (V ′ , A ′ ) be the graph we are working with. We initialize the reach estimates of all arcs in A ′ to zero. We then grow the partial trees from each vertex in V ′ , compute the reaches of the appropriate arcs within these trees, and update the reach estimates accordingly. For each arc, the reach will end up being the maximum reach observed within all relevant partial trees.
Consider a partial shortest path tree T x rooted at a vertex x, and let v = x be a vertex in this tree. Let f (v) be the vertex adjacent to v on the shortest path from x to v. The inner circle of T x is the set containing the root x and all vertices v ∈ T x such that d(v) − ℓ(x, f (v)) ≤ ǫ. We call vertices in the inner circle inner vertices; all other vertices in T x are outer vertices. The distance from an outer vertex w to the inner circle is defined in the obvious way, as the length of the path (in T x ) between the closest (to w) inner vertex and w itself. The partial tree stops growing when all labeled vertices are outer vertices and have distance to the inner circle greater than ǫ.
Remark. Note that the criterion we use to stop growing the tree is heuristic. To guarantee that all short paths are considered, we must grow the tree until the parent of every labeled vertex is within distance greater than ǫ from the inner circle. Our stopping criterion makes the search faster, but it may cause the reach estimates of some vertices to be higher than the actual value.
Once the partial tree is built, we compute the reach (within the tree) of all arcs whose heads belong to the inner circle. For that, we define the depth of v, denoted by depth(v), as the distance from the root x to v within the tree. The height of v, denoted by height(v), is defined as the distance from v to its farthest descendant, as long as no descendant is labeled (i.e., if they are all scanned). If v does have a labeled descendant, then height(v) = ∞. The reach of an arc (u, v) with respect to the tree is defined as r((u, v), T x ) = min{depth(v), height(v) + ℓ(u, v)}. One can compute the reach of all inner arcs (arcs whose endpoints are both inner vertices) in O(|T x |) total time. For each such arc, we verify if the reach within the tree is greater than the current estimate; if it is, the estimate is updated.
After all partial trees are grown, every reach estimate with value at most ǫ will be valid. We then eliminate all arcs with reach estimate below ǫ from the graph. The remaining arcs, i.e., those with estimate greater than ǫ (including ∞), are kept in the graph for the next iteration.
In general, iteration i applies the partial-trees algorithm to a graph G i = (V i , A i ). This is the graph induced by all arcs that have not been eliminated yet (considering not only the original arcs, but also shortcuts added in previous iterations). All arcs in A i have reach estimates above ǫ i−1 (for i > 1). To compute valid upper bounds for these arcs, the partial-trees algorithm must take into account the deleted arcs. It does so using penalties, which we define next.
Penalties
Let G i = (V i , A i ) be the subgraph processed by the partial-trees algorithm at iteration i. We define the in-penalty of a vertex v ∈ V i as in-penalty(v) = max
if v has at least one eliminated incoming arc, and zero otherwise. The out-penalty of v is defined similarly, considering outgoing arcs instead of incoming arcs:
If there is no outgoing arc, the out-penalty is zero.
The partial-trees algorithm will work as before, but depth and height must be redefined. Given a partial tree T x rooted at x, the depth of a vertex v ∈ T x is now defined as
where d(v) is the distance between x and v in the tree.
To define the height of a vertex, we need the concept of pseudo-leaves. For each vertex v in the partial tree, create a new child v ′ (the pseudo-leaf) and an arc (v, v ′ ) with length equal to out-penalty(v). Intuitively, v ′ acts as a representative of all original arcs incident to v that are not present in the current subgraph. We conservatively assume that the shortest path from x to v could actually be extended to v ′ . As this is not always true, we end up computing only upper bounds on reaches.
The height of a vertex v is now defined as the distance between v and the farthest pseudo-leaf. We stress that pseudo-leaves need to be added only implicitly, and only after the partial tree has been built. When growing a partial tree, we do not need to worry about pseudo-leaves at all.
Remark. At the end of iteration i, an arc (u, v) may end up with a reach estimate that is greater than ǫ i , but finite. This arc cannot be eliminated, since its actual reach may be higher than this estimate. The algorithm might miss the path x-y that proves this is the case because v may not belong to the inner circle of x.
Shortcuts
The shortcut step looks for bypassable vertices. We call a vertex v bypassable if one of the following conditions holds:
• v has exactly one incoming arc (u, v) and one outgoing arc (v, w);
• v has exactly two outgoing arcs, (v, u) and (v, w), and exactly two incoming arcs, (u, v) and (w, v);
In both cases, we assume that u = w, which means that v has exactly two neighbors. In the first case, we say v is a candidate for a one-way bypass; in the second, v is a candidate for a two-way bypass. Shortcuts will be used to go around bypassable vertices. A line is a path in the graph containing at least three vertices such that all vertices, except the first and the last, are bypassable. Every bypassable vertex belongs to exactly one line. Lines can be either one-way or two-way, depending on the type of bypassable vertices it contains (it is easy to see that there can be only one vertex type in a line).
Once a line is identified, we may bypass it. The simplest approach would be to do it in a single step: if its first vertex is u and the last one is w, we could simply add a shortcut (u, w) (and (w, u), in case it is a two-way line). However, if the line has several arcs, it is a good idea to shortcut "sub-lines" as well. This will reduce the reaches even further, as the example in Figure 4 shows. More precisely, we proceed as follows. Let Λ = (u · · · w) be a line with k ≥ 2 segments (k + 1 vertices). If k = 2, we bypass the only internal vertex by adding a new arc (u, w). If k > 2, we find the internal vertex v that is closest to the median of path u · · · w (with respect to arc lengths, not number of vertices). 5 Then we recursively process subpaths (u · · · v) and (v · · · w), causing shortcuts (u, v) and (v, w) to be added to the graph (unless the corresponding arcs already belong to the graph). Finally, we create the shortcut (u, w).
Avoiding Long Arcs
The method above tends to create long shortcuts, since there are often lines with dozens of arcs. This may cause the partial-trees algorithm to be less effective in future iterations. To prevent this from happening, for each iteration i we define a maximum length λ i that new arcs may have. In our experiments, we set λ i = ǫ i+1 /2 for i ≥ 0 (note that λ 0 is the value used by the shortcut step that precedes the first iteration).
To take this bound into account, we modify the procedure above in the obvious way. Consider a line Λ = (u · · · w) with k segments. If k = 2, we only create a shortcut if the length of the line is smaller than λ i ; if it is longer, we do nothing. If k > 3, we make the recursive calls regardless of the length of the line; however, the final shortcut (linking u and w) is only added if its length is less than λ i .
To decide whether to add shortcuts or not, we compute the length of a bidirectional line by taking the maximum length of the two arcs in each segment and adding them all. As a result, if the algorithm decides to create a shortcut in one direction, it will also create one in the other.
Eliminating Bypassed Vertices
Consider a one-way line composed of three vertices, u, v, and w. When we add a shortcut from u to w, we know that arc (u, v) will never be used on a shortest path that goes through u to w anymore. Any path that uses (u, v) will end either in v or in some low-reach area neighboring v. Therefore, a valid upper bound for the reach of (u, v) is r(u, v) = ℓ(u, v)+out-penalty(v). Similarly, a valid upper bound for the reach of (v, w) will be r(v, w) = ℓ(v, w) + in-penalty(v). Once we have these bounds, we can immediately remove v, as well as (u, v) and (v, w), from the graph and update the appropriate penalties. A similar procedure can be adopted for a two-way line. The two bounds above remain valid, and we can also say that r(w, v) = ℓ(w, v) + out-penalty(v) and
Although we could generalize this for lines with more than three vertices, there is no need to. Our algorithm never creates a shortcut that bypasses more than one vertex; whenever it encounters a longer line, it finds a vertex v close to the median, divides the line into two parts, and recursively replaces each part by a single segment. When the recursive call is finished, the neighbors of v will be the extremes of the original line.
The Refinement Phase
The fact that penalties are used to help compute valid upper bounds tends to make the bounds less tight (in absolute terms) as the algorithm progresses, since penalties become higher. Therefore, additive errors tend to be larger for vertices that remain in the graph after several iterations. This is unfortunate because these are arguably the most important vertices in the graph. Since they have high reach, they are visited by more queries than other vertices. If we could make these reaches more precise, the query would be able to prune more vertices. This is the goal of the refinement phase of our algorithm. After finding valid upper bounds using the partial-trees algorithm, the refinement step will recompute the reach of the δ vertices with highest (upper bounds on) reaches, where δ is a user-defined parameter.
Let V δ be this set of high-reach vertices of G. To recompute the reaches, we first compute the subgraph G δ = (V δ , A δ ) induced by V δ . This graph contains not only original arcs, but also the shortcuts between vertices in V δ added during the main phase. We then run an exact reach computation on G δ by growing a complete shortest path tree from each vertex in V δ . Because these shortest path trees include vertices in G δ only, we still have to use in-and out-penalties to account for the remaining vertices. But these penalties tend to be smaller, since the arcs with highest reaches will be inside G δ .
During the refinement phase, we compute vertex reaches directly (instead of arc reaches), since we need not worry about making the graph shrink faster at this point. No new shortcuts are added (even though they could be). Since the refinement phase grows a shortest path tree from every vertex in V δ , its running time is at least Ω(δ 2 ). For our experiments, we chose δ = ⌈10 √ n⌉,
which made the refinement phase take a fraction of the time taken by the main phase of the preprocessing algorithm (usually around 30% for road networks with travel times, less for other graphs).
Correctness
By now we have completely described our preprocessing algorithm. We start with a shortcut step, and then proceed in iterations. Each iteration applies a partial-trees step to compute upper bounds on arc reaches, followed by a shortcut step that adds shortcuts and deletes bypassed arcs (while bounding their reach). We then convert arc reaches to vertex reaches as described in Section 5.2.1, and, finally, compute better upper bounds for high-reach vertices in the refinement phase. The following theorem establishes the correctness of our preprocessing algorithm. For the proof we need the notion of penalty reaches. We define penalty reaches with respect to a set of canonical paths, in a graph where each vertex v has an in-penalty(v), and an outpenalty(v) associated with it as follows. Let P be a canonical path from vertex y to vertex z containing arc (v, w). The penalty reach of (v, w) with respect to P is the minimum between the length of the prefix of P from y to w plus in-penalty(y), and the length of the suffix of P from v to z plus out-penalty(z). The penalty reach of an arc (v, w) is the maximum over all canonical paths P containing (v, w) of the penalty reach of (v, w) with respect to P . Analogously we define a penalty reach for each vertex in G. Proof. We start by proving that upper bounds on arc reaches computed by the main phase of the algorithm are correct with respect to canonical paths in G ′ .
We break the iterations of the algorithm into steps and prove the theorem by induction on number of steps. We define a step to be either (1) a partial trees computation followed by elimination of all arcs with reach smaller than the appropriate threshold, or (2) an addition of a single shortcut and the elimination of the bypassed arcs.
We denote by G t the graph on which we perform step t: G t includes all original arcs and shortcuts that have been added up to step t and have not been eliminated by step t. Let G ′ t be the original graph along with all shortcuts added up to step t. Note that G t is a subgraph of G ′ t . We prove by induction on the number of steps that 1. Upper bounds on reaches computed for arcs eliminated up to (but not including) step t are valid with respect to canonical paths in G ′ t , and 2. Suppose (v, w) is present in G t . Let P ′ be a canonical path in G ′ t through (v, w). Let P be the maximal subpath of P ′ in G t containing (v, w) . Then the penalty reach of (v, w) in G t with respect to P is no smaller than the reach of (v, w) with respect to P ′ in G ′ t .
In the following we assume that the induction hypothesis holds before step t (for G t and G ′ t ), and show that it holds after step t (for G t+1 and G ′ t+1 ).
Partial tree step, first part. Assume first that step t is a partial tree computation at the beginning of iteration i. It is straightforward to verify that our partial tree algorithm computes upper bounds on penalty reaches in G t for every arc whose penalty reach is at most ǫ i . Since by our induction hypothesis these penalty reaches are upper bounds on the reaches of the corresponding arcs in G ′ t , and G ′ t = G ′ t+1 (no shortcuts are added in this step), we establish the first part of the induction hypothesis for G ′ t+1 .
Partial tree step, second part. To prove the second part of the induction hypothesis, consider a canonical path P in G t that goes through (v, w). Let P − be the maximal subpath of P in G t+1 that contains (v, w). We claim that the penalty reach of (v, w) in G t+1 with respect to P − is at least as large as the penalty reach of (v, w) in G t with respect to P . The second part of the induction hypothesis holds for G ′ t+1 because of this claim and because it holds for G ′ t . Let x be the first vertex on P − and let y be the last vertex on P − . The correctness of the claim follows from the following observations.
1. The in-penalty of x in G t+1 is at least as large as the in-penalty of x in G t , and at least as large as the penalty reach in G t of every incoming arc into x that has been eliminated in step t.
2. The out-penalty of y in G t+1 is at least as large as the out-penalty of y in G t and at least as large as the penalty reach in G t of every arc outgoing from y that has been eliminated in step t.
3. Suppose x is not the first vertex of P and let x ′ be the predecessor of x on P . Then (i) the arc (x ′ , x) has been eliminated in step t, and (ii) the penalty reach of (x ′ , x) in G t plus the length of the subpath of P from x to w is at least as large as the penalty reach of (v, w) in G t . Therefore from item 1 above we obtain that in-penalty(x) plus the length of the subpath of P from x to w is at least as large as the penalty reach of (v, w) in G t .
4. Suppose y is not the last vertex of P and let y ′ be the successor of y on P . Then (i) the arc (y, y ′ ) has been eliminated in step t, and (ii) the penalty reach of (y, y ′ ) in G t plus the length of the subpath of P from v to y is at least as large as the penalty reach of (v, w) in G t . Therefore from item 2 above we obtain that out-penalty(y) plus the length of the subpath of P from v to y is at least as large as the penalty reach of (v, w) in G t .
Shortcut step, first part. Next we establish the first part of the induction claim for the case where step t is an addition of a shortcut (u, w) bypassing a vertex v. Assume that (u, w) is a one-way shortcut (the proof for a two-way shortcut is analogous). In this case G ′ t+1 is obtained from G ′ t by adding (u, w). Consider an arc (x, y) eliminated before step t and let P ′ be a canonical path in G ′ t+1 through (x, y). Then either P ′ is a canonical path in G ′ t or P ′ contains (u, w). In the latter case, the path obtained from P ′ by replacing (u, w) by the concatenation of (u, v) and (v, w) is a canonical path in G ′ t . Therefore the reach of (x, y) in G ′ t+1 is no greater than its reach in G ′ t , and the upper bound remains valid.
To completely establish the first part of the induction hypothesis we also have to prove that the upper bounds on the reaches of the bypassed (and eliminated) arcs, (u, v) and (v, w), are correct in G ′ t+1 . Consider one such arc, say (v, w). (The proof for (u, v) is analogous.) Every canonical path P ′ going through (v, w) in G ′ t+1 does not go through (u, w), and therefore P ′ is also a canonical path in G ′ t . (Note that P ′ cannot contain (u, v) either.) Let P be the maximal subpath of P ′ in G t containing (v, w). By the induction hypothesis the penalty reach of (v, w) with respect to P in G t upper bounds the reach of (v, w) with respect to P ′ in G ′ t . Since (u, v) is the only incoming arc into v in G t , and P ′ does not contain (u, v), the penalty reach of (v, w) with respect to P in G t is bounded by in-penalty(v)+ℓ(v, w).
Shortcut step, second part. To prove the second part of the induction hypothesis, consider a shortcut (u, w) added at step t, an arc (g, h) in G t+1 , and a canonical path P ′ in G ′ t+1 containing (g, h). If P ′ does not contain (u, w), (u, v), or (v, w), then P ′ is also a canonical path in G ′ t . Furthermore, the maximal subpath P of P ′ that contains (g, h) in G t+1 is the same as the maximal subpath containing (g, h) in G t . The penalty reach of (g, h) with respect to P is also the same in G t and in G t+1 . So the penalty reach of (g, h) with respect to P in G t+1 upper bounds the reach of (g, h) with respect to P ′ in G ′ t+1 by the induction hypothesis. Suppose that P ′ contains (v, w). (The proof in the case that P ′ contains (u, v) is analogous.) Then P ′ cannot contain (u, w) or (u, v). The subpath P of P ′ containing (g, h) in G t starts at v, and the subpath P of P ′ containing (g, h) in G t+1 starts at w. Our upper bound on the reach of (v, w) plus the length of the subpath of P from w to h is at least as large as the penalty reach of (g, h) with respect to P in G t . Since the in-penalty of w in G t+1 is not smaller than our upper bound on the reach of (v, w), the induction statement holds with respect to P ′ and (g, h) in G ′ t+1 . Now suppose that P ′ contains (u, w). Such a path was not a canonical path in G ′ t . However there was a canonical path P ′ in G ′ t identical to P ′ except that it had the arcs (u, v) and (v, w) in place of the arc (u, w) in P ′ . Let P be the maximal subpath of P ′ containing (g, h) in G t+1 and let P be maximal subpath of P ′ containing (g, h) in G t . Again P and P are identical except that if P contains (u, w) then P contains (u, v) and (v, w) instead. If (g, h) = (u, w), then the reach of (g, h) in G ′ t+1 with respect to P ′ is the same as the reach of (g, h) in G ′ t with respect to P ′ .
Similarly the penalty reach of (g, h) in G t+1 with respect to P is the same as the penalty reach of (g, h) in G t with respect to P , and the inductive claim for P ′ and P follows from the induction hypothesis applied to P ′ and P .
The last case to consider is when (g, h) = (u, w). Assume that the reach of (u, w) with respect to P ′ is the length of the suffix of P ′ from u. (The other case is analogous.) Then the reach of (v, w) with respect to P ′ in G ′ t is the length of the suffix of P ′ from v. Since by the induction hypothesis the penalty reach of (v, w) with respect to P in G t is as large as the reach of (v, w) with respect to P ′ in G ′ t , we have 1. The length of the suffix of P from v plus the out-penalty of the last vertex on P is at least as large as the length of the suffix of P ′ from v.
2. The length of the prefix of P until w plus the in-penalty of the first vertex on P is at least as large as the length of the the suffix of P ′ from v.
It is easy to see that these two facts imply that the reach of (u, w) with respect to
is upper bounded by the penalty reach of (u, w) with respect to P in G t+1 .
To complete the proof we argue that the procedure that converts arc reaches into vertex reaches is correct and that the refinement algorithm is correct. The former is straight-forward to verify. One can prove the latter by showing that penalty reaches of the vertices in the graph to which we apply the refinement step are upper bounds on their reaches in G ′ .
We stress that the preprocessing phase of the algorithm is completely independent of the query phase: the only information passed from the former to the latter is the graph with shortcuts and the reach values. For example, the preprocessing algorithm does not pass on perturbations introduced to make shortest paths unique. Correctness of our query algorithm follows from Theorem 5.1.
Parameters
Choosing ǫ 1 . Our goal in choosing ǫ 1 is to make the first iteration take roughly as much time as the iterations that follow. A large value will make the first iteration comparatively slow and will not give the algorithm the chance to add shortcuts when needed. On the other hand, a very small ǫ 1 will introduce penalties too early, which will make reaches computed in subsequent iterations more inaccurate.
The choice of ǫ 1 is made as follows. Pick k vertices at random, for some parameter k. For each vertex, grow a partial shortest path tree with exactly ⌊n/k⌋ scanned vertices and take note of its radius (given by the distance label of the last scanned vertex). Set ǫ 1 to be twice the minimum of all k radii. We used k = min{500, ⌊⌈ √ n⌉/3⌋}.
Note that the density of road networks tends to vary a lot: a ball with radius R in New York City will have many more vertices than one in rural North Dakota. The above heuristic identifies dense regions of the graph and chooses ǫ 1 so that growing partial shortest path trees in dense areas is not too expensive.
Choosing α. Once we pick the appropriate value of ǫ 1 , we also have to choose a multiplier α to determine the thresholds to be used in the remaining iterations (recall that ǫ i = α i−1 ǫ 1 ). The choice of α is related to three important aspects of the algorithm. First, it affects the running time: the smaller α is, the more iterations will be performed by the algorithm; on the other hand, if α is too large, iterations will typically take longer (since vertices are eliminated less frequently). Second, the choice of α helps determine how many shortcuts are added: if α is relatively small, the algorithm will have a better chance of shortcutting vertices before they are eliminated. Finally, and most importantly, the choice of α determines how good the upper bounds will be. The error in an arc reach estimated during iteration i depends on the penalties, which in turn depend on the maximum reaches of arcs eliminated in previous iterations. The larger α is, the smaller the summation j<i ǫ j will be with respect to ǫ i .
Empirically, we have determined that using α = 3.0 provides a good balance between these conflicting factors. However, as soon as we reach an iteration in the main phase where the number of vertices is smaller than δ (the parameter defined in Section 5.4), we reduce the multiplier from 3.0 to 1.5. This gives the algorithm the opportunity to add more shortcuts. Although this increases the running time, it does so by a small factor (assuming δ ≪ n). Note that the reaches obtained during the main phase for the last δ vertices may not be as good as if the multiplier were higher; since those reaches will be recomputed during the refinement phase, this is not a problem.
6 Reach and the ALT Algorithm 6.1 A * Search and alt Algorithms
Suppose we need to find shortest paths on a graph G with distance function ℓ. A potential function is a function from vertices to reals. Given a potential function π, the reduced cost of an arc is defined as ℓ π (v, w) = ℓ(v, w) − π(v) + π(w). Suppose we replace ℓ by ℓ π . Then for any two vertices x and y, the length of every x-y path (including the shortest) changes by the same amount, π(y)−π(x). Thus the problem of finding shortest paths in G is equivalent to the problem of finding shortest paths in the transformed graph. Now suppose we are interested in finding the shortest path from s to t. Let π f be a (perhaps domain-specific) potential function such that π f (v) gives an estimate on the distance from v to t. In the context of this paper, A * search [6, 17] is an algorithm that works like Dijkstra's algorithm, except that at each step it selects a labeled vertex v with the smallest key, defined as
, to scan next. It is easy to see that A * search is equivalent to Dijkstra's algorithm on the graph with length function ℓ π f . If π f is such that ℓ π is nonnegative for all arcs (i.e., if π f is feasible), the algorithm will find the correct shortest paths. We refer to the class of A * search algorithms that use a feasible function π f with π f (t) = 0 as lower-bounding algorithms.
Intuitively, better estimates lead to fewer vertices being scanned. More precisely, consider an instance of the P2P problem and let π f and π ′ f be two feasible potential functions such that π f (t) = π ′ f (t) = 0 and, for any vertex v, π ′ f (v) ≥ π f (v) (i.e., π ′ f dominates π f ). If ties are broken consistently when selecting the next vertex to scan, the following holds.
Theorem 6.1 [13] The set of vertices scanned by A * search using π ′ f is contained in the set of vertices scanned by A * search using π f .
Note that the theorem implies that any lower-bounding algorithm with a nonnegative potential function visits no more vertices than Dijkstra's algorithm, which is equivalent to the lower-bounding algorithm with the zero potential function.
We combine A * search and bidirectional search as follows. Let π f be the potential function used in the forward search and let π r be the one used in the reverse search. Since the latter works in the reverse graph, each original arc (v, w) appears as (w, v), and its reduced cost w.r.t. π r is ℓ πr (w, v) = ℓ(v, w) − π r (w) + π r (v), where ℓ(v, w) is in the original graph. We say that π f and π r are consistent if, for all arcs (v, w), ℓ π f (v, w) in the original graph is equal to ℓ πr (w, v) in the reverse graph. This is equivalent to π f + π r = const.
If π f and π r are not consistent, the forward and reverse searches use different length functions. When the searches meet, we have no guarantee that the shortest path has been found. Assume π f and π r give lower bounds to the sink and from the source, respectively. We use the average function suggested by Ikeda et al. [18] , defined as
for the forward computation and p r (v) =
= −p f (v) for the reverse one. Although p f and p r usually do not give lower bounds as good as the original ones, they are feasible and consistent.
The alt algorithm is an A * -based algorithm that uses landmarks and triangle inequality to compute feasible lower bounds We select a small subset of vertices as landmarks and, for each vertex in the graph, precompute distances to and from every landmark. Consider a landmark L:
To get the tightest lower bound, one can take the maximum of these bounds, over all landmarks. Intuitively, the best lower bounds on dist(v, w) are given by landmarks that appear "before" v or "after" w. The version of alt algorithm that we use balances the work of the forward search and the reverse search (see Section 2). This version had better performance than other variants.
Finding good landmarks is important for the overall performance of alt algorithms. Our implementation uses the maxcover heuristic discussed in [15] . In our tests, we always picked 16 landmarks in total, unless mentioned otherwise.
For a given s-t pair, some of the landmarks give good lower bounds on distances while others do not. Our alt implementation uses dynamic selection of active landmarks, i.e., it picks a only a subset of the landmarks to be used during each specific s-t search (initially two, but up to six if necessary). See [15] for details.
Reach and A * search
Reach-based pruning can be easily combined with A * search. Gutman [16] noticed this in the context of unidirectional search. The general approach is to run A * search and prune vertices (or arcs) based on reach conditions. Specifically, when A * is about to scan a vertex v we extract the length of the shortest path from the source to v from the key of v (recall that for the unidirectional
is a lower bound on the distance from v to the destination. If the reach of v is smaller than both d f (v) and π f (v), we prune the search at v. The reason why reach-based pruning works is that, although A * search uses transformed lengths, the shortest paths remain invariant. This applies to bidirectional search as well. In this case, we use d f (v) and π f (v) to prune in the forward direction, and d r (v) and π r (v) to prune in the reverse direction. Using pruning by reach does not affect the stopping condition of the algorithm. We still use the usual condition for A * search, which is similar to that of the standard bidirectional Dijkstra, but with respect to reduced costs (see [15] ). We call our implementation of the bidirectional A * search algorithm with landmarks and reach-based pruning real. As for alt, we used a version of real that balances the work of the forward search and the reverse search.
Note that we cannot use implicit bounds with A * search. The implicit bound based on the radius of the ball searched in the opposite direction does not apply because the ball is in the transformed space. The self-bounding algorithm cannot be combined with A * search in a useful way, because it assumes that the two searches will process balls of radius equal to half of the s-t distance. However, processing these balls defeats the purpose of A * search, which aims at processing a smaller set.
The main gain in the performance of A * search comes from the fact that it directs the two searches towards their goals, reducing the search space. Reach-based pruning sparsifies search regions, and this sparsification is effective for regions searched by both Dijkstra's algorithm and A * search.
Note that real has two preprocessing algorithms: the one used by re (which computes shortcuts and reaches) and the one used by alt (which chooses landmarks and computes distances from all vertices to it). These two procedures are independent from each other: since shortcuts do not change distances, landmarks can be generated regardless of what shortcuts are added. Furthermore, the query is still independent of the preprocessing algorithm: the query only takes as input the graph with shortcuts, the reach values, and the distances to and from landmarks.
Further Optimizations
Our implementation of real uses early pruning: when scanning an arc (v, w), we try to prune w by reach before actually inserting it into the queue (see Section 4.2). Note that the test will require a lower bound L(w) on the distance from w to the destination. Since obtaining this value is relatively expensive (it requires retrieving several distances to and from landmarks), we first use L(v) − ℓ(v, w) as the lower bound. More precisely, we test if (1) 
If so, we prune. This test is weaker, but cheaper (since at this point we know L(v)). We compute L(w) only if the test fails to prune the vertex.
Our implementation also uses arc sorting. However, we must use a more sophisticated (and somewhat weaker) version of the algorithm presented in Section 4.2. Instead of sorting the outgoing arcs of (v, w) by r(w), we sort by r(w) + ℓ(v, w) (in non-increasing order). Suppose that, while scanning v, we find an arc (v, w) such that (1 ′ ) r(w) + ℓ(v, w) < d(v) and (2 ′ ) r(w) + ℓ(v, w) < L(v). This implies that conditions (1) and (2) above are true for w, and therefore (v, w)-and all arcs that succeed it-can be pruned. Note that conditions (2) and (2 ′ ) are equivalent, but condition (1) may succeed while (1 ′ ) fails. In this case we still prune the arc, but keep traversing the adjacency list.
We also try to prune a vertex after we remove it from the heap (and before scanning it). This is still useful because the lower bound on the distance to the target may have changed since the vertex was inserted, due to the possibility of new landmarks being activated.
Alternative Reach Definitions and Related Work 7.1 Gutman's Algorithm
In [16] Gutman computes shortest routes with respect to travel times. However, his algorithm, which is unidirectional, uses Euclidean bounds on travel distances, not times. This requires a more general definition of reach, which involves, in addition to the metric induced by graph distances (native metric), another metric M , which can be different. To define reach, one considers native shortest paths, but takes subpath lengths and computes reach values for M -distances. It is easy to see how these reaches can be used for pruning. Note that Gutman's algorithm can benefit from shortcuts, although he does not use them. All our algorithms have natural distance bounds for the native metric, so we use this metric as M .
Other major differences between re and Gutman's algorithm are as follows. First, re is bidirectional, and bidirectional shortest path algorithms tend to scan fewer vertices than unidirectional ones. Second, re uses implicit lower bounds and thus does not need the vertex coordinates required by Gutman's algorithm. Finally, re preprocessing creates shortcuts, which Gutman's algorithm does not. There are also minor differences in the preprocessing algorithm, which have less effect on performance. In particular, we do not grow partial trees from eliminated vertices, which requires a slightly different interpretation of penalties.
A variant of Gutman's algorithm uses A * search with Euclidean lower bounds. In addition to the differences mentioned in the previous paragraph, real differs in using tighter landmark-based lower bounds.
Cardinality Reach and Highway Hierarchies
We now discuss the relationship between our reach-based algorithm (re) and the hh algorithm of Sanders and Schultes. Although the hh algorithm is stated in terms of arc pruning, we outline a vertex-pruning variant, which is simpler, and refer the reader to [29] for the original version. Since hh is described for undirected graphs, we restrict the discussion to them. Most of what we say applies to the directed case as well.
We introduce the variant of reach, c-reach (cardinality reach). Given a vertex v on a shortest path P , grow equal-cardinality balls centered at its endpoints until v belongs to one of the balls. Let c P be the cardinality of each of the balls. The c-reach of v, c(v), is the maximum, over all shortest paths P , of c P . Note that if we replace cardinality with radius, we get the definition of reach.
To use c-reach for pruning the search, we need the following values. For a vertex v and a nonnegative integer i, let ρ(v, i) be the radius of the smallest ball centered at v that contains i vertices. Consider a search for the shortest path from s to t and a vertex v. We do not need to scan v if ρ(s, c(v)) < dist(s, v) and ρ(t, c(v)) < dist(v, t). Intuitively, if v has low c-reach, it must be visited very early in any s-t search; if the search grows past a certain radius and v has not been visited yet, we know for sure v will not be on the shortest path. Implementation of this pruning method would require maintaining n − 1 values of ρ for every vertex.
The main idea behind hh preprocessing is to use the partial-trees algorithm for c-reaches instead of reaches. Given a threshold h, the algorithm identifies vertices that have c-reach below h (local vertices). The remaining ones are highway vertices. Consider a bidirectional search. During the search from s, once the search radius advances past ρ(s, h), one can prune local vertices in this search. One can do similar pruning for the reverse search. In other words, after an initial local search, we can restrict ourselves to the subgraph induced by the highway vertices.
This idea is applied recursively to the graph with low-reach vertices deleted. This gives a hierarchy of vertices, in which each vertex needs to store a ρ-value for each level of the hierarchy it is present at. The hh algorithm preprocessing phase also shortcuts lines and uses other heuristics to reduce the graph size at each iteration. On road networks, the graph shrinks substantially at each level, and the total number of levels is very small.
An important property of the hh query algorithm, which makes it similar to the self-bounding algorithm discussed in Section 4.1, is that the search in a given direction never goes to a lower level of the hierarchy. The intuition is that if the actual shortest path does go through the lower level, the remaining portion of the path will be found by the search in the opposite direction.
Our partial description of hh brings out its similarity to the reach-based algorithms. We have omitted the details of hh which have no equivalent in re, which has a simpler query algorithm. For example, if a search from s advances to the level of hierarchy where s is not present, then at this level ρ(s, h) is not defined. The query algorithm needs to deal with such cases, making it more complex. See [27, 29] for details. Note that, like the self-bounding algorithm, hh cannot be combined with A * search in the usual way.
The biggest difference between hh and our approach is the use of c-reach instead of reach. This requires hh to use ρ values. An efficient way to maintain these values is implicitly, with the help of the highway hierarchy. A potential advantage of c-reaches is that the size of a ball to be searched before advancing to the next level of the hierarchy is explicitly bounded. The disadvantage is the added complexity and the loss of flexibility, which in particular prevents a natural combination with A * search.
Experimental Results
Our computational experiments have several goals. First, we study the relative performance of two previous algorithms (alt and b) and our new algorithms (re and real) in the context of road networks. Note that b, the bidirectional Dijkstra's algorithm, is a natural candidate for comparison as it is simple to implement and the most robust algorithm for general graphs with no preprocessing. This comparison also shows how much A * search and landmarks improve the performance of re. We also make a comparison with hh, the best previous algorithm.
Then we study how much shortcuts help improve the performance of both preprocessing and queries, and also how the use of upper bounds on reaches (instead of exact values) affects the algorithms. Next, we assess how the number of landmarks affects the performance of real. Finally, we briefly study how the algorithms fare on grid graphs, which have no natural hierarchy.
Experimental Setup
We implemented our algorithms in C++ and compiled them with Microsoft Visual C++ 7.0. All tests were performed on an AMD Opteron with 16 GB of RAM running Microsoft Windows Server 2003 at 2.4 GHz.
We conduct most of our tests on road networks. We test our algorithm on the 13 graphs described in Table 1 . The first graph in the table, North America (NA), was extracted from Mappoint.NET data and represents Canada, the United States (including Alaska), and the main roads of Mexico. The other 12 instances are representative subgraphs of NA. All graphs are directed and biconnected. For each of these graphs, we use one of two types of length function: travel times and travel distances.
For a direct comparison with hh, we use the graph of the United States built by Sanders and Schultes [27] based on Tiger-Line data [35] . Because our implementations of alt and real assume the graph to be connected, 6 we only take the largest connected component of this graph, which contains more than 98.6% of the vertices. The graph is undirected, and we replace each edge {v, w} by arcs (v, w) and (w, v). Our version of the graph (which we call USA) has 23 947 347 vertices and 57 708 624 arcs. We also do limited experiments with grid graphs. Vertices of an x × y grid graph correspond to points on a two-dimensional grid with coordinates i, j for 0 ≤ i < x and 0 ≤ j < y. Each vertex has arcs to the vertices to its left, right, up, and down neighbors, if present. Arc lengths are integers chosen uniformly at random from [1, 1024] . We use square grids (i.e., x = y).
Choice of parameters. Unless otherwise noted, in each experiment we run the algorithms with a fixed set of parameters.
For each graph, we generated one set of 16 maxcover landmarks (as described in [15] ). The same set was used both by alt and real. Upper bounds on reaches were generated with the algorithm described in Section 5. The reaches thus obtained (alongside with the corresponding shortcuts) were used by both re and real.
At query time, both alt and real use dynamic selection of active landmarks, with up to six landmarks used in any particular search (again, as suggested in [15] ). re and real use both early pruning and arc sorting. Table 2 presents the results obtained by our algorithms when applied to the Mappoint.NET graphs with the travel-time metric. For each graph and each algorithm, we show performance information related to preprocessing and to random queries.
Random Queries on Road Networks
First, we show the total time (in minutes) required by the preprocessing procedure; for alt, this corresponds to landmark generation; for re, reach computation; and for real, both.
Then we present the total space required by the preprocessed data (in megabytes). That includes the graph itself (for all three algorithms), the reach information (for re and real), and the landmark information (for alt and real). Recall that alt uses the original graph, whereas the other algorithms use a version of the graph containing shortcuts, which is larger. The total space also accounts for the size of the translation map used to convert shortcuts into their constituent arcs. As in [27] , our query times do not include the time to actually perform this conversion, since this step may not be necessary in some applications.
The last six columns present query data. For each graph, we picked 1000 pairs of vertices uniformly at random and ran each algorithm on them. We show the average number of vertices scanned, the maximum number of vertices scanned (among the 1000 searches), and the average running time per search. In all cases, we show both the absolute values (times are in milliseconds) and the speedup with respect to our implementation of the standard bidirectional Dijkstra's algorithm (b). The speedup is the ratio between the result for b and the result for the algorithm being tested.
Comparing our algorithms with b is important to provide a baseline and because b is relatively stable: on these graphs, b visits between 31% and 43% of the vertices on average, and between 69% and 96% in the worst case. The lower bounds in both ranges are achieved on NYC, and the upper bounds on LKS.
We start the analysis of the results by considering the average behavior of our query algorithms, in terms of both running time and number of vertices scanned. The table suggests that alt has worse asymptotic performance than the other algorithms. Although competitive with re on smaller graphs, alt is roughly 20 times worse on the largest one according to both measures. In [15] , it was observed that, on road networks, alt visits a constant fraction of the vertices on average, regardless of graph size. This is indeed what we observe here: roughly 1% of the vertices are visited in all cases. Since the performance of b is largely independent of graph size, so is the speedup.
Contrast this with re: the average fraction of vertices it scans tends to decrease with graph size. On the largest graph, re scans about 6% as many vertices as alt. real is consistently faster than re on average, but the two algorithms seem to be asymptotically very close to each other: on all graphs, re scanned 5 to 7 times as many vertices as real, and the average time it takes is larger by a factor of 3 to 4 on most graphs. This indicates that real does more work per vertex than re. Table 2 : Algorithm performance on road networks with travel times as arc lengths: total preprocessing time, total space in disk required by the preprocessed data (in megabytes), average number of vertices scanned per query (over 1000 random queries), maximum number of vertices scanned (over the same queries), and average running times. Query data shown as both absolute values and as speedups with respect to the bidirectional Dijkstra algorithm. Indeed, if one takes the ratio between the speedup in terms of number of vertices scanned and the time speedup, one gets an estimate on the relative work the algorithm performs per vertex scan (compared to b). For re, the work is between 1.5 and 2.0 times greater than for b. For alt, the ratio is usually greater than 2.0. For real, it is closer to 3.0.
When comparing the maximum number of vertices scanned, re and real exhibit a consistent behavior, with real being 2 to 3 times better on all graphs. Note that this difference is smaller than in the average case. alt is significantly worse-it is the only algorithm where the worst case grows linearly with graph size: bad cases make alt visit 10% to 15% of the vertices. The other algorithms are strongly sublinear in this measure: a bad case on NA is only five times worse than a bad case on NYC, a graph 100 times smaller.
Although query times generally increase with graph size, it is not a perfect predictor of how well each algorithm will fare, particularly for re. Take NE and NW, for instance. Both graphs have roughly 1.6 million vertices, but re is almost twice as fast on NW; alt and real are also faster on NW, but by a smaller margin. We conjecture the difference is due to the fact that NW has a more natural highway hierarchy than NE. Similarly, NYC, the smallest graph in our test set, is harder for re than any of the next four graphs-including FLA, which has more than four times as many vertices.
In terms of preprocessing, we note that computing landmarks is significantly faster than finding good upper bounds on reaches. However, landmark data (with a reasonable number of landmarks) takes up more space than reach data; compare the space usage of re and alt. In fact, the reaches themselves are a minor part (less than 20%) of the total space required by re. The rest of the space is used up by the graph with shortcuts (typically, the number of arcs increases by 35% to 55%) and by the shortcut translation map.
Travel distances. Table 3 is similar to Table 2 , but with travel distances (as opposed to travel times) as arc lengths. The most obvious difference in the query results is that alt, re, and real have worse performance in this case, on all measures. All these algorithms benefit from the existence of a natural hierarchy in the underlying network, and such a hierarchy is much more pronounced when travel times are used: if one considers distances only, a local road will look just as good as the major freeway it runs parallel to.
However, not all algorithms are hit equally hard by the change in metric. For large graphs, the average performance of alt (measured by both running time and vertices scanned) becomes roughly 20% worse, and the worst-case performance is not much affected at all. On the other hand, it is not uncommon for re to become more than twice as slow when travel distances are used. real falls somewhere in between.
In terms of preprocessing time, once again the algorithms have different behavior. While landmark computation remains largely unaffected, reach computation becomes significantly worse: up to 2.5 times slower on large graphs. The total space used does not change much in either case. Table 3 : Algorithm performance on road networks with distances as arc lengths. For each graph and each method, we first show the total time spent in preprocessing (in minutes) and the total size of the data stored on disk after preprocessing (including the graph itself). Then we present the results for queries on 1000 random graphs: average number of vertices scanned per query, the maximum number of vertices scanned (over all queries ran), and the average running time. In each case, we show both the actual value and the speedup (spd) with respect to b. The horizontal axis corresponds to ranges of ranks. Position i represents s-t pairs such that s is chosen at random and t is the j-th farthest vertex from s, where j is selected uniformly at random from the range (
The vertical axis is in log scale.
Local Queries on Road Networks
So far, we have tested the algorithms only on random s-t pairs. In this distribution, source and destination are on average very far from each other. In practice, it is reasonable to expect queries to be more local in nature. To evaluate the behavior of the algorithms for local queries, we use a slight modification of the "local" s-t pair generation process introduced in [27] and apply it to the NA graph.
To describe the process, we need the following definition. Given a vertex s, sort all vertices with respect to their distance from s, in non-decreasing order. Define rank s (v) to be the index of v in the resulting sequence. For a parameter i, we generate 1000 s-t pairs by (1) picking s uniformly at random, (2) picking j uniformly at random from (2 i−1 , 2 i ], and (3) selecting t so that rank s (t) = j. We do this for i ∈ {9, 10, . . . , 25 = ⌈log 2 n⌉}, where n is the number of vertices in the NA graph. We then group the pairs thus generated into buckets: all pairs generated with parameter i are assigned to bucket i. Figure 5 shows the average number of vertices scanned when each query algorithm was run on each bucket. The first plot uses travel times and the second uses travel distances. Note that the vertical axis is in logarithmic scale. In both plots, the asymptotic behavior of alt is clearly worse than that of re. For pairs of vertices that are far apart, alt scans around 100 times as many vertices as re (slightly more than that with travel times, slightly less with travel distances). Note, however, that alt scans fewer vertices than re when s and t are very close to each other. The crossover point is larger with travel distances. Not surprisingly, real is better than both algorithms for all sizes, and its advantage over re even increases as pairs get farther.
A comparison between these plots and Tables 2 and 3 shows that all three algorithms have average performance on the uniform distribution that is similar to that of bucket 24, which confirms that the uniform distribution is indeed biased towards pairs of vertices that are far from each other.
Comparison to Highway Hierarchies
To compare our algorithms with hh, we use the USA graph.
Unlike the other graphs we tested, USA is undirected. However, our algorithms do not exploit this fact explicitly: they simply interpret each (undirected) edge as two arcs of equal length in opposite directions. We are interested in the more general case of directed graphs, so we have not investigated how much improvement one can get on undirected graphs. The hh algorithm, however, does use the fact that the graph is undirected. This makes its implementation simpler, and maybe more efficient. When discussing its performance, for both preprocessing and query, we assume that the performance does not get much worse when the algorithm is extended to directed graphs. We believe this is true, but this assumption has not been verified.
For hh, we use the results reported in [27] . Averages for this algorithm are taken over 10 000 executions (we use 1000 for our methods). Running times for hh were obtained on a machine slightly slower than ours: an AMD Opteron running at 2.2 GHz (ours is an AMD Opteron running at 2.4 GHz). The machine used the Linux operating system (ours uses Windows). Table 4 compares the performance of the algorithms when executing random queries on the USA graph. The table shows data for both travel times and travel distances. Five measures of performance are presented: preprocessing time, size of preprocessed data, average number of vertices scanned, maximum number of vertices scanned, and average query time. All query values are given in absolute terms and as a speedup relative to the bidirectional Dijkstra algorithm. The maximum number of vertices scanned reported for hh is an upper bound obtained from unidirectional queries; the actual worst pair from the sample was not reported in hh. The total size of the preprocessed data was not reported in [27] either. We got the number from the authors [28] , who also mentioned that it can be improved to 1309 MB with little effect on query times. The results for hh with travel distances are not presented in [27] , and therefore are omitted from the table.
First consider the results with the travel-time metric. In terms of average number of vertices visited, re and hh have remarkably similar performance. The average running time for re is lower, which we attribute to the fact that re is a simpler algorithm and its implementation has smaller constants. The maximum number of vertices visited, on the other hand, is higher for re, but not by much. The preprocessing time of hh is about 30% smaller than that of re, but the total space usage is similar.
As with the other road networks, real is better than re by over a factor of two for all performance measures, and alt is significantly worse. We note that the USA graph with transit times appears to be much "easier" for re than the graphs listed in Table 2 . In terms of total number of vertices, this graph is half-way between CTR and NA, the two largest graphs in that table. But the performance (in terms of vertices scanned on the average and worst cases) is more similar to CAL or LKS, which are significantly smaller. We conjecture that this difference is due mainly to the fact that the number of road categories in the USA graph is very small: only four, as reported in [27] . In contrast, Mappoint.NET data has more than 80 categories; although this does not mean there are 80 different speed limits, they are certainly more numerous. As a result, the hierarchy in USA seems to be clearer than in other graphs, which benefits re and hh.
With travel distances, re is almost six times slower than with travel times. This loss in performance is much more pronounced than on the Mappoint.NET graphs (as shown in Tables 2  and 3 ). In fact, with travel distances the USA graph does not look any easier than other graphs of comparable size. This supports our claim that USA with travel times is easy mainly because of an artificially pronounced hierarchy. Our fastest algorithm, real, also becomes slower with travel distances, but by a factor of only two. The time for alt also increases, but only slightly.
With travel distances, Sanders and Schultes [29] only present data for the road network of Germany, which has 4.3 million vertices. For better performance, they tune some parameters of their algorithm for travel distances differently from travel times, whereas we use the same parameters for all graphs. Only the average query time is reported: 32 ms (compared to 5.2 ms with travel time lengths). The ratio between the average query time for the distance lengths and the average query time for the travel time lengths is about six, which is similar to our results for re on USA. The preprocessing time for Germany with travel distances was roughly four times higher than with travel times (2.1 instead of 0.5 hours) [28] . It is not clear how well this would scale for larger graphs.
Exact Reaches and Shortcuts
Recall that our preprocessing algorithm does not compute exact reaches, but upper bounds. This inevitably leads to less efficient queries. To assess how much is actually lost, we took a relatively small instance (BAY) and computed exact reaches on the original graph and on the version with shortcuts for both metrics (travel times and travel distances). We also ran a modified version of our preprocessing procedure that does not add shortcuts to the graph. Table 5 summarizes the results we obtained when running re with those reaches. We also show the results obtained by the approximate reach computation, already reported in Tables 2 and 3 . The table makes it clear that computing exact shortcuts is prohibitively expensive. Even though the graph has only 330 024 vertices, the computation took more than 16 hours. On our largest instance, a similar computation would take years (it has almost 100 times more vertices and the procedure is quadratic). Fortunately, approximate reaches appear to be good enough for the query algorithm. Even though having exact values does make the query more efficient (especially for travel distances) it does so by only a small margin-less than 25% for all measurements.
The addition of shortcuts, on the other hand, has a much stronger effect on the algorithm. Without them, the preprocessing procedure for approximate reaches becomes more than 15 times slower on this graph. More importantly, the query algorithm gets at least five times worse on all counts.
Although we could not generate exact reaches for larger graphs (because of the prohibitive time), we did generate approximate reaches without shortcuts for on NW (which has 1.6 million vertices) with travel times. The preprocessing time increased from 17.5 minutes (as reported in Table 2 ) to more than 18 hours-a factor of more than sixty. With random queries, re visited 53 888 vertices on average (in 30.6 ms) and 106 288 in the worst case. Each of these measures is at least 10 times worse that the corresponding value for re in Table 2 . In fact, the algorithm becomes worse than alt on average.
The fact that exact reaches are not very helpful does not mean the reach-based algorithm has little room for improvement. The reaches are exact, but the shortcuts were found by a heuristic, and a significantly better set of shortcuts may exist.
Number of Landmarks
In this experiment, we study how the number of landmarks affects the performance of real. We generate sets of 2, 4, 8, 16, and 32 landmarks and run real on NA with transit time metric, with the same 1000 randomly selected pairs of vertices. The landmarks are generated with the maxcover algorithm [15] . We also run re, which can be viewed as real with zero landmarks. Table 6 summarizes the results. As shown in [15] , increasing the number of landmarks improves the performance of alt. The same holds for real, with one exception: the algorithm becomes slower when the number of landmarks increases from zero to two. The decrease in the average number of nodes scanned is not sufficient to pay for the overhead of computing distance lower bounds. The maximum number of scanned vertices also increases in this case.
With four or more landmarks, the performance of real only improves as the of landmarks increases. This is to be expected, since a larger number of landmarks can provide better bounds for the A * search. However, as the table shows, after 16 landmarks, simply adding more is not a particularly efficient way of improving the bounds. The decrease in the running time is small compared to the increase in space. But the experiment does suggest that real may benefit from a way of generating landmarks that takes reaches into account. We discuss this in more detail in Section 10.
Grids
Although road networks are our motivating application, we also tested our algorithms on grid graphs. As for road networks, for each graph we generated 1000 pairs of vertices, each selected uniformly at random. These graphs have no natural hierarchy of shortest paths, which results in a large fraction of the vertices having high reach. For these tests, we used the same parameter settings as for road networks. It is unclear how much one can increase performance by tuning parameter values. As preprocessing for grids is fairly expensive, we limited the maximum grid size to about half a million vertices. The results are shown in Table 7 . Table 7 : Algorithm performance on grid graphs with random arc lengths. For each graph and each method, the table shows the total time spent in preprocessing, the total size of the data stored on disk after preprocessing, the average number of vertices scanned (over 1000 random queries), the maximum number of vertices scanned, and the average running time. For the last three measures, we show both the actual value and the speedup (spd) with respect to b. As expected, re does not get nearly as much speedup on grids as it does on road networks (see Tables 2 and 3 ). However, there is some speedup, and it does grow (albeit slowly) with grid size. alt is significantly faster than re: in fact, its speedup on grids is comparable to that on road networks. However, the speedup does not appear to change much with the grid size, and it is likely that for very large grids re would be faster.
An interesting observation is that real remains the best algorithm in this test, and its speedup grows with grid size. For our largest grid, queries for real improve on alt by about a factor of four for all performance measures that we considered. The space penalty of real with respect to alt is a factor of about 1.5. real is over 50 times better than b. This shows that the combination of reaches and landmarks is more robust than either alt or re individually.
The most important downside of the reach-based approach on grids is its large preprocessing time. An interesting question is whether this can be improved. This would require a more elaborate procedure for adding shortcuts to a graph (instead of just waiting for lines to appear). Such an improvement may lead to a better preprocessing algorithm for road networks as well.
Potential Improvements
Below we mention several modifications of re and real aimed at improving performance and reducing the memory overhead. We did not have a chance to implement these ideas, but they are promising.
The number of high-reach vertices is small, but during a query these vertices are visited much more often that other vertices. This observation can be used to improve the locality of the algorithm. One approach is to reorder vertices (and their arcs) in non-increasing order of reaches. This places high-reach vertex data in the same cache lines and memory pages. If the original vertex ordering uses spatial locality, as is often the case with road networks, one can use a variant of this idea. One can use an approximate sorting based on threshold values, and preserve vertex ordering within groups of vertices between two threshold values.
We can reduce the space required to store r values by picking a constant γ, rounding r's up to the nearest integer power of γ, and storing the logarithms to the base γ of the r's. Furthermore, we can reorder vertices according to the values of these logarithms and store the positions in the sorted list where the values increase. Then the rounded reach of a vertex can be computed from the position of the vertex in the sorted list. If γ is sufficiently small, the rounding has small effect on the precision of the bounds, and the number of vertices pruned during a query does not decrease by much.
Another way to save space is to store landmark distances only for the fraction (e.g., 20%) of vertices with reach greater than a threshold R. The query algorithm first searches balls of radius R around s and t without using landmarks. If the shortest path is not found, the algorithm starts using landmarks. Dynamic landmark selection allows for an easy implementation of this strategy. There are two reasons why the relative time penalty of this method compared to real may be small. First, both reaches and A * search are not very effective in pruning vertices close to s and t and may already visit most vertices in the balls of radius R. Second, if R is small, the cardinality of the balls is small and the modified algorithm scans a small number of extra vertices.
For road network applications, the graph, although directed, has a lot of symmetry: most road segments are two-way and have the same length in each direction. One can take advantage of this fact to obtain a more compact representation of the graph.
Our implementation of real uses the same landmarks as alt. However, it is possible that a selection strategy that is specific to real will work better. Bad queries for the re algorithm are those where s or t are in or close to dense portions of the graph. Placing landmarks in the densest areas may help to deal with such cases. Another way to tailor landmarks to high-reach vertices is to generate landmarks on a subgraph induced by vertices with reach greater than a certain threshold.
Concluding Remarks
The reach-based shortest path approach leads to simple query algorithms with efficient implementations. The shortcuts greatly improve performance of the reach-based algorithms on road networks. We have shown that the algorithm re, based on these ideas, is competitive with the best previous method. The reach-based approach combines naturally with A * search. The resulting algorithm, real, has improved query time compared to re. Goldberg and Harrelson [13] suggest efficiency as a machine-and implementation-independent measure of performance, where efficiency of a shortest path computation is the number of arcs on the shortest path divided by the number of vertices scanned. With no shortcuts, the algorithm needs to scan all vertices on the shortest path except for the last one, so efficiency is at most one. Efficiency of 0.5 means that the number of scans is within a factor of two from the lower bound. With shortcuts, this is no longer the case. We can find a shortest path in the original graph while scanning fewer vertices than the number of arcs on the path. Efficiency with respect to the graph with shortcuts depends on the shortcuts, which makes in unusable for comparing different implementations. However, this efficiency is small, indicating that there is room for query algorithm improvement. For example, for NA with the travel-distance metric, the average number of arcs on shortest paths for random queries is 109, and the average number of scanned vertices is 2653.
Our query algorithm is independent of the preprocessing algorithm, allowing us to state natural subproblems for the latter. One such question is that of optimal shortcut selection. What is a good number of shortcuts to add? Where to add them? How to do so efficiently? Of course, the number of shortcuts to add depends on the amount of memory and preprocessing time available. Note that adding a shortcut for every pair of vertices reduces the reach of every vertex to zero and allows queries to be answered in constant time, but is impractical for large road networks.
Another natural problem, raised in Gutman's paper, is that of efficient reach computation. Can one compute reaches in less than Θ(nm) time? What about provably good upper bound on reaches? Our results add another dimension to this direction of research by allowing to add shortcuts to improve performance.
Another interesting direction of research is to identify a wider class of graphs for which these techniques work well, and to make the algorithms robust over this family.
